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Unit 1Unit 1 Part A - Which season do you like the most?Part A - Which season do you like the most?

Look at the table and complete the sentencesA

Read and drawB

1. ________ season does Susan like the most?  She likes ________ the most.
What ____ she ____________ do this spring? 
She _____________ learn how to ________.

2. ________ season _______ Paul like the most? ______________________.
What ___________________ do this winter? 
___________________________________________.

3. ___________________ Mary like __________? ______________________.
What __________________________________? 
___________________________________________.

4. _________________ Jason _______________? ______________________.
What __________________________________?
________________________________________________.

Read about the girl’s plans for this year and then draw pictures.

I am going to learn many things this year. I am going to
learn how to bake cookies and swim this summer. It will be
fun! This fall, I  want to learn how to use my new digital
camera. I am going to take pictures of the beautiful trees in
fall. It will be wonderful! I am also going to learn how to play
soccer this spring. Finally, I am going to learn how to play the
flute, because I want to play a song for my daddy’s birthday
this winter. I will have to practice a lot. 

SPRING WINTERFALL (AUTUMN)SUMMER

Favorite Season Future Plans
Susan winter knit / this spring
Paul spring snowboard / this winter
Mary fall do yoga / this summer
Jason spring use a digital camera / this fall
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Which season do you like the most?

C

Write about yourselfD

Look at the pictures and answer the questions

I’m going to learn how to

.

I’m going to  

.

.

1.

3.

2.

4.

.

Which season do you like
the most?  What  are you
going to do next summer
vacation or winter vacation?
What do you want to learn
how to do?

What are you going to do this summer?

What are you
going to do this
fall (autumn)?
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Unit 1Unit 1

Read the passage and fill in the blanksA

Part B - It is important to learn new things.Part B - It is important to learn new things.

The earth has (             ) seasons. These seasons (            ) winter, spring, summer
and autumn. Different parts of the earth have seasons at different (            ). When
it’s winter in Asia, it’s (                   ) in New Zealand and Australia.

While Korean kids are playing in the snow, Australian kids are playing
(                  ). Some children (           ) play in the snow because it
doesn’t snow where they live. Different seasons (         ) us to learn
many different things. (                         ) to learn new things. We can
learn something new each season.

behave in a polite manner,  say nice things to people,
plant trees,  learn new things,  eat healthy food

1. How do we protect the earth and get clean air? 
We ____________________________________________________________

2. How do we respect people and not hurt their feelings?
______________________________________________________________

3. How do we make people smile and be happy? 
______________________________________________________________

4. How do we understand more about the world? 
______________________________________________________________

A: Do you __________________?
B: Yes, ___________.
A: It is important to ______________.     
B: I agree with you.             

A: ________________________
B: ___________
A: ________________________
B: ___________

Fill in the blanks and finish the conversationsB

Read and answer the questionsC

1. 2.
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It is important to learn new things.

Write the words in the boxes and complete the sentencesD

Read and matchE

1.

1.

3.2.

It’s important to keep your
bedroom tidy.

It’s important to behave in
a polite manner.

It’s important to say nice
things to people.

It’s important to help your
parents.

It’s important to learn new
things. 

It is important to 

a

2. n

3. h y




